Foundation of the University of Zagreb,

based on the Board of director’s decision reached at the session held April 24, 2014 is publishing a

COMPETITION

to award scholarships for attending one of the Croatian language summer schools organized by
the University of Zagreb in the academic year 2013/2014 for foreign students of Croatian origin
who are coming to the University of Zagreb to learn the Croatian language.

The University of Zagreb Foundation awards scholarships amounting to HRK 2,500 (two thousand
and five hundred kuna) per scholarship to part-fund the costs of attending the summer school.
Students are required to submit receipts of expenditures upon the completion of the summer
school.
The Foundation awards a total of five (5) scholarships.

GENERAL CRITERIA FOR AWARDING SCHOLARSHIPS

Eligible students must:
1. be of Croatian origin;
2. have completed at least 2 (two) semesters of any undergraduate study;
3. have applied to attend the summer school.

APPLICATION DOCUMENTS

Students need to submit:
1. written evidence of their origin (copy of birth verification, copy of valid passport or
   evidence of residence out of territory of Croatia);
2. motivation letter;
3. cv;
4. grade transcript;
5. evidence of attendance of summer school organized by the University of Zagreb.

Applications will be evaluated based on submitted application documents and preference will be
given to candidates who are better students (higher grade point average).

DEADLINE TO SUBMIT APPLICATIONS

The deadline to submit applications is May 23, 2014. Applications can be submitted in Croatian
and/or English language via e-mail at: zaklada@unizg.hr.

RESULTS OF THE COMPETITION

Results will be published on June 10, 2014 at the University of Zagreb Foundation's website.
http://www.unizg.hr/suradnja/alumni-i-zaklada-sveucilista/zaklada-sveucilista-u-zagrebu/novosti

IMPORTANT!

Full amount of the scholarship will be paid into a selected candidate’s giro account after the
candidate submits receipts of expenditures (for the tuition fee, transport, accommodation,
mandatory healthcare insurance and other) and proof of attending the croatian language
summer school.

Incomplete, inaccurate or late applications will NOT be reviewed.

The Foundation and selected candidates will sign scholarship agreements that will define in detail
the rights and obligations of contractual parties.